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                       , I was depressed and felt trapped in my single-
window office so I decided to create an adventure: a self-initiated 
right of passage that would challenge me completely and provide 
rich rewards if I rose to meet it. 

Any aircraft I’d been in so far had required a boarding pass.

So I left New York City and moved to the West Coast to learn to 
pilot a trike - little more than a hang glider strapped to a go kart - 
and then fly it back across America.

fdsdfsdfsdfsdfffff,  less  than  a  decade  after  the  airplane  was 
invented,  Calbraith  Perry  Rodgers  became  the  first  man  to  fly 
across America. His 84-day sprint involved 17 crashes,  multiple 
rebuilds  of  his  aircraft,  “The  Vin  Fiz,”  and   the  oppressive 
presence  of  his  own  mother  (following  along  via  train).  After 
completing the flight, Cal achieved another first:  he became the 
first  pilot  to  die  from  bird  strike,  plummeting  into  the  Pacific 
Ocean and onto the back burners of history. His sole monument is 
a grave in Pittsburgh, its epitaph faint: I ENDURE / I CONQUER.
 

99% of the pilots I’ve met haven’t heard of him and he’s flat out 
ignored in some texts. Beginning on  September 17, 2016, I will 
retrace Cal’s flight over the course of 40+ flying days. My quest is 
to become him; to eke a hero out of myself and to do it all on film, 
sparing no detail.

“What is unusual about this one, aside from his tree-top height, is his 
eyes. It’s as if they were borrowed from another face - or from another 
time.” 
- Orville Wright on Cal Rodgers

In 2013

In 1911



North Wing Scout X2
Wing: 15 sq. meters
Engine: HKS 700E, 65 HP, 4-stroke
Groundspeed: 43 knots / 50 mph
Fuel: 16.25 gallons (5 hrs. of flight)

...picture taken following engine out at 1,000 feet 
and emergency landing.

jkdjskjdlfskjdlfskjdffsdffdffIt’s taken that long to get where 
I am now. So far I’ve spent two months sleeping on a hangar 
floor,  acquired a  sponsored aircraft,  had my engine  sputter 
and die  at  1,000  feet,  and earned a  pilot’s  license.  My best 
friend, Stephen, has been filming since inception, but is now 
waiting on the East Coast. I’ve been training for three years.

When I started, I had a “safety first” approach to most things, 
a woozy fear of heights, a stellar lack of gumption, and was 
about  as  useful  as  a  toddler  wielding  a  socket  wrench 
concerning anything mechanical. 

In  an  age  of  instant-everything  and  commodified  social 
interactions,  I  wanted  an  authentic  experience:  a  challenge 
with a real risk of failure. 

Piloting a trike is an intense, physical form of flying; I sweat 
like I’m in hot yoga just practicing landings. To ready myself 
physically for the task ahead, I’ve become a marathon runner. 
Mentally,  flying  has  forced me to  make  real,  flight  or  fight 
decisions and to learn to be authoritative. 

For the first time in my life I feel like I am the architect of my 
own  fortune.  Years  of  training,  growing  a  beard,  falling  in 
love, and many favors later: I am ready. 

10 minutes into my 
first solo flight
I found for the first 
time in my life that I 
couldn’t stop smiling.

“There is nothing in your old, flat world that can prepare you for 
the  experience  of  this  new  one.  Some  men  are  frightened  to 
paralysis; others become faint with stomach sickness.” 
- John Rodgers, Cal Rodgers’ cousin

Three years.



ssdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsee this through, I doubt I could ever trust myself again.

Cal was described as “a gladiator without an arena,” before he discovered flight. Like Cal, before I began this adventure I was 
floating between arenas. I made feeble attempts to become a professional writer and composer, but something was lacking. And 
like Cal, I had heavy expectations placed on me. What does that mean for a 26-year-old writer/composer living in 2016? 
How do I live my life?

Even the people closest to me expect that I won’t make it. The most frustrating anecdotes I receive are ones that begin with, 
“Well, even if you don’t make it, at least you...” I cannot fold my wing with an “at least.” Can I prove them wrong? 

What I am chasing is an unfiltered, authentic adventure. There are no frills and this flight isn’t cute; I’ll sleep in a bag next to a 
runway every night for 40 days if I have to. What does a true adventure look like in 2016?

I will never have another chance to connect with American history in this way. This year is an election year. William Howard Taft 
was president in 1911; how has our national identity shifted? Why have we forgotten heroes like Cal Rodgers?

My plane is on loan: that generosity expires at the end of this year. The film’s director, Stephen, is wondering if he will have a 
documentary to film at all. My student loans are catching up. It’s September 17 or never: do I have it in me or don’t I?

Reporter: “Why is it so important to you to fly to the coast?”
Cal: “It’s important...because everything else I’ve done was not important.”

If I don’t



Part I: Origins - The adventure thus far, and Cal Rodgers’ 1911 flight, are introduced. After driving from NYC to California, David and 
Stephen go to Washington, sleeping in a hangar for two months while building the trike. Back in CA, the engine dies at 1,000 feet and David 
struggles with a mild case of PTSD. The project is postponed; Stephen goes back to NYC. David stays on the West Coast and struggles for two 
years before finally earning his pilot’s license.

Part II: Stepping Out - Stephen rejoins David on the west coast along with a film/ground crew. We learn about Cal’s “Vin Fiz Special,” the 
train that followed him coast to coast with his crew, mother, and wife in tow. The team gets their RV ready and David prepares the trike. 
David interviews the first man to break the sound barrier: Chuck Yeager. The trip begins on September 17, accompanied by 6 other trikes in a 
sendoff flight.

Part III: Examining Ghosts - Days later, in Pasadena, David links up with Rodgers’ route for the first time. He makes a trip to the historical 
archives in an attempt to find a plaque commemorating Cal; knocked off in a storm, the city never bothered to put it back up. The team heads 
east, where David lands “off the chart” at an abandoned airfield. He explores the ruins of giant aircraft and discusses the history of flight, 
drawing a parallel between the acceleration of aviation and the speed of modern life.

Part IV: Space Oddity - The team dives headfirst into American subculture, the first being a hippie commune in Slab City. Next, they visit a 
cult of UFO believers in Marfa, TX. Overwhelmed and disoriented, David spends a day apart from the team. He finally hears from a man 
named Ole: a trike guru, hippie and political activist who carts his trike around with his RV. The only problem is that he’s in Mexico. Having 
never left the USA in his life, David heads across the border with the team in tow and spends several days with Ole, flying and exploring 
Mexico by air.

Part V: A Fuzzy Rhythm - Back on Rodgers’ route in Texas, tensions run over the edge among the team. Engine trouble is discovered and 
repairs cost more time. David gets slammed with turbulence one afternoon and has to land in an irate farmer’s field. The team get to him 
soon after, and the trike is taken to safety. Shaken, David breaks down. As time is at a premium, he has no choice but to continue on the next 
day. 

Part VI: The Last Push - A rhythm is finally established. The trike is running smoothly and the air is perfect in mid October. The team lands 
in several midwestern towns and is surprised by news crews. Word of the trip has caught on, and various towns want to celebrate their 
connection to the first transcontinental flight. In Pittsburgh, David visits Cal’s home, church, and grave. A day later, David lands in his 
hometown and confronts  his  family.  He  takes  his  94-year-old  grandmother  for  a  flight  and  gives  his  team a  tour  of  Amish  Country, 
Pennsylvania.

Part VII: The Cheering Dims - David lands his trike at the fairgrounds in Brooklyn where Cal departed in 1911. The team celebrates and 
David visits his former city for the first time in three years. At the finish line is his girlfriend, whom he hasn’t seen since his departure. Days 
later, they run The New York City Marathon together. The trike is packed into a crate and shipped back to its sponsor. David boards a 
commercial flight back to California and, plane-less and jobless, is faced with drawing conclusions and determining his life’s route forward.

“It wasn’t exactly dangerous, but when you butt into a head wind, a cloak of mountains, a new kind of an air pocket every two 
minutes, lose your way, wander about 105 miles out of your way, have to fight off a bunch of hysterical people who want to tear up 
your machine as souvenirs...well, I’ve had enough to keep my mind occupied for one day.” - Cal Rodgers

sdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdff ffor an adventure documentary is strange to write because there is no script: routes 
can be planned, but you can never 100% control what may happen along the way. That being said, what follows 
is a synopsis of the adventure. Many events described here are planned already; all of them are likely and well 
within the realm of possibility on a trip like this.

A synopsis 



                                  will take my team and me through 80+ airports, 12 states, and 4,000 miles in 40 days. On 
September 17, the same day Cal began in 1911, I will start flying down the West Coast, picking up the threads of his 
flight where it ended, in Pasadena, then heading east.

Sacramento, CA
Half Moon Bay, CA
Monterey, CA
Santa Maria, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Long Beach, CA
Pasadena, CA
Pomona, CA
Beaumont, CA
Banning, CA
Niland, CA

Dryden, TX
Del Rio, TX
Spofford, TX
Uvalde, TX
Sabinal, TX
LaCoste, TX
San Antonio, TX
San Marcos, TX
Kyle, TX
Austin, TX
Granger, TX
Waco, TX

Marshall, MO
Mexico, MO
Thompson, MO
Nebo, IL
Springfield, IL
Middletown, IL
Peoria, IL
Streator, IL
Joliet, IL
Chicago, IL
Hammond, IN
Knox, IN

Phoenix, AZ
Maricopa, AZ
Tucson, AZ
Willcox, AZ
Lordsburg, NM
Deming, NM
El Paso, TX
Fort Hancock, TX
Sierra Blanca, TX
Marfa, TX
Alpine, TX
Sanderson, TX

Dallas, TX
Fort Worth, TX
Bonita, TX
Gainesville, TX
Pottsboro, TX
Durant, OK
McAlester, OK
Muskogee, OK
Vinita, OK
Moran, KS
Kansas City, KS
Blue Springs, MO

Huntington, IN
Geneva, IN
Rivare, IN 
Marion, OH
Mansfield, OH
Kent, OH
Warren, OH
Pittsburgh, PA
Harrisburg, PA
Lancaster, PA
Brooklyn, NY

“All right Betsy, let’s get crackin’.” 
- Cal Rodgers before takeoff, September 17, 1911

The route 



“All this talk has put out my cigar. Let’s get on with it.”
- Cal Rodgers

BUDGET

Expense
Production

Training, testing, etc
Trike, maintenance & insurance

AV Equipment
Production Fees (Crew, Fuel, etc)

Post Production
Editing

Music/Scoring
Distribution

Total Expenses
10% Contingency

Grand Total Expenses

Income
Personal Investments

Successful Indiegogo Campaign
Sponsorships

Grand Total Income

PERCENTAGE FUNDED

REQUIRED FOR COMPLETION

$96,000 total
$15,000
$38,000
$18,000
$25,000

$44,000 total
$20,000
$14,000
$10,000

$140,000
$14,000
$154,000

$20,000
$18,000
$30,000

$68,000

44%

$86,000



sdfsdfssdfsdfffdfddsparkling grape drink was Cal’s sponsor in 1911. Like Cal, Tilt Shift has branding 
real estate available in the form of a 15 sq. meter wing. It also has a standing offer of a Westfalia 
camper van from Go Westy for the ground crew, which can also be branded.

Tilt Shift will target major and local media outlets through the duration of production. It will focus 
on both aviation specific publications like EAA and general and lifestyle networks like Wired, Vice, 
and GQ. Tilt Shift will secure a PR representative for these efforts.

Tilt  Shift  will  be  a  real-time  event:  followers  of  the  film  can  expect  video,  personal  writing, 
photography, and status updates every day. The team will  use a GPS tracking beacon, allowing 
followers to see where we are in real time, anytime. Tilt Shift will partner with a digital creative 
agency to manage these efforts.

Tilt Shift will be submitted to 20 + major film festivals with an aim for theater and major digital 
distribution (Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime). David and Stephen will attend festivals personally. 

“Because Cal talks so little, some people have spread a report that there is an impediment in his speech - which 
is entirely untrue. You should hear his words fly when he is speaking of aviation.” 
- August Belmont, Cal Rodgers’ cousin

Vin Fiz 



“An ounce of precaution can save your life - or, more important, my life.” 
- Al Welsh, Cal Rodgers’ flight instructor

sdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfsdfs, there is no reward. However, there are risks that are 
calculated and those that are reckless. Flying a trike is the former.

A weight-shift trike has no rudder or ailerons like a conventional airplane. Instead it 
is steered with a bar that is attached via struts and wires to the wing itself. The trike 
has  many  similarities  with  the  plane  Cal  flew  in  1911.  Both  employ  “wing 
warping,” in which the wing flexes to provide rolling capability. Additionally, the 
trike wing flexes when weight is added to it,  helping to cushion turbulence and 
providing inherent stability. Because of the design of the wing’s trailing edge, any 
displacement will create an automatic reflex to restore the wing to stable flight. The 
wing also has an excellent glide ratio, allowing the pilot to glide to safety in the rare 
event of an engine failure, which I have had to do on one occasion.

My trike is  equipped with a  Ballistic  Recovery System (BRS).  In  the unlikely 
event  of  structural  failure  I  will  pull  a  red  handle,  which  deploys  a  massive 
parachute via  rocket.  The entire  trike,  occupants  included,  will  then float  down 
safely under canopy. 

The flight path of each leg will be the safest possible, with deviations chosen in 
order to maintain flight over safe terrain in the case of engine failure. Additionally, 
the entire Tilt Shift team will maintain a zero drug and alcohol policy during the 
trip (barring a beer or two with dinner) in order to maintain  safety and alertness. 

The trike, as well as passenger and pilot, are insured via Falcon Insurance.

Without risk



TiltShiftTheMovie@gmail.com
717.475.1098

“Once you have left the ground to fly through the 
air, you never quite come down to earth again.” 
- Cal Rodgers


